Ohenry Tent Tops and walls are
American made. We do not import
Tops or walls from overseas. We
build our own, right here in Waco,
Texas.

Approved vendor to the U.S. Army, Air Force & FEMA!
•

•

Ohenry tents are built for commercial, and industrial use. We build all our tents to endure
multiple set ups and takedowns. Ohenry tents are specifically designed to endure the
daily abuse of a rental environment. For 25 years we had a tent rental division, and we
know by experience the abuse a rental tent can be subjected to.
All Ohenry tents are constructed with 100% American made products when possible. We
refuse to use inferior and less expensive tent material, rope, webbings or hardware. A
tent using inferior components will cost 60% less to manufacture, but simply will not last.
Please examine closely the perimeter "edge work" as well as the lace lines, corner
fittings, center pole fittings and side pole fittings of any tent you are contemplating for
purchase, regardless of the manufacturer. These are the areas where shortcuts are made
to reduce cost of manufacturing. However, these are the most critical areas of tent
construction, and any shortcuts made here will simply guarantee that the tent will not last
as it should!
•

•

When you buy an Ohenry tent, you know the fabric is first run (no seconds) quality
material. Our side walls are also constructed of 14 - 16 oz material. We do not use the
inferior 10 oz material common to many manufacturers.

Compare Ohenry Material Specifications & Structure
Feature / Specs

Ohenry

Competitors

Material Weight - Tops
Material Weight - Sidewalls
Guy ropes – 20’ Wide Pole Tents
Guy ropes – 30’ Wide & Larger Pole Tents
Perimeter Webbing
Stress Point Vertical webbing
Welded Seam Width
Distance Between Side Poles (pole tents)
Stress Point Material Layers
Warranty Against Defects
Where Manufactured

16-17 oz.
14-16 oz.
1/2” Poly
5/8” Poly
2” Full Perimeter
2” full span
2” most sizes
5’ most sizes
3-5 Layers
1 year
U.S.A.

10-16 oz.
10-13 oz.
1/2” Poly
1/2” Poly
None, 1/2”, or short piece of 2”
1/2 - 2” short piece
1”
10’
1-3 Layers
Not Always Available
Many Are Cheap Imports

Since 1979 Ohenry productions Inc. has been manufacturing heavy duty party tents for the
commercial tent industry. We specialize in the construction of frame tents, high peak pole
tents and traditional pole tents which meet the demands of the party tent rental industry.
Our manufacturing facility is located in Waco, Texas. The main plant is situated on ten acres in
a 22,000 Sq. Ft. building. We also have our own graphics and sign shop where we design and
fabricate the logos we install for customers on their tents.
Ohenry 30' & 40' wide WIND VERSION Pole tents & Ohenry 50'-100' Wide Pole Tents have
nearly twice the number of side poles and stakes as other manufacturers. This give our tents
double wind resistance, and much better drainage. Please compare the count of our tent's
poles and stakes compared to other manufacturers. The extra webbing and reinforcing
necessary for these additional side poles and tent stakes also make a much stronger tent top.
Ohenry party tents are built with top quality first run materials, made right here in the U.S.A.
We build all our tent tops and sidewalls; we DO NOT import them. If you need a frame tent or
pole tent that will stand the test of time, you will be glad when you invest in an Ohenry party
tent.
Ohenry Party Tents are your best choice if you are in the party rental or event tent rental
business and need a heavy duty, quality party tent. Ohenry tents are heavy duty commercial
tents which are designed specifically for the party tent rental and party rental industry.
Ohenry tents are built to last many years, and best of all, our commercial tents are in stock
waiting for you. We keep all sizes of pole tents, frame tents, and high peak tents in stock, ready
to go to work for you!

Ohenry Tents.com
3859 Chappel Hill Rd.
Waco, TX. 76705
Office 254-714-1103
sales @ohenrytents.com

